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Dental microwear of a Late Triassic dinosauriform, *Silesaurus opolensis*

TAI KUBO and MUGINO O. KUBO

*Silesaurus opolensis* belongs to Silesauridae, the closest sister group to dinosaurs. The present study analyzed the dental microwear patterns of *Silesaurus opolensis*. Low pit-to-scratch ratios imply they did not feed on hard objects. Unimodal distributions of both wear-facet and non-facet scratch orientations indicate simple orthal jaw movement. Scratch orientation and density differ between microscopic regions in *Silesaurus*, and unlike hadrosaurid dinosaurs, the microwear patterns of small areas are not identical to those of whole teeth.
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Introduction

*Silesaurus opolensis* Dzik, 2003 belongs to the Silesauridae, the closest sister group to dinosaurs (Nesbitt 2011; see Langer et al. 2010 for other phylogenetic hypotheses). Their palaeoecology is of great interest for considering ancestral character states of dinosaurs. From its gross dental morphology, *Silesaurus* was deduced to be a herbivore (Dzik 2003). However, this raised questions concerning the diet of the common ancestor of dinosaurs, which was previously assumed to be a faunivore (Barrett et al. 2011). If the herbivorous diet of *Silesaurus* is confirmed, understanding the jaw movements of *Silesaurus* is essential in order to explore the modification of mastication toward herbivory within basal Dinosauriformes.

Dental microwear analysis was used to examine microscopic scars on tooth enamel surfaces that were produced in vivo by tooth–tooth or tooth–food contact during feeding. The method has been widely used to reconstruct diets and jaw movements of extinct mammals, particularly primates, but also other mammals such as rodents, ungulates, and carnivores (Rensberger 1978; Van Valkenburgh et al. 1990; Solounias and Hayek 1993; Teaford 2007). Because there are no living analogues, dietary interpretation of herbivorous archosaurs from their dental microwear is challenging and rather than for detailed diet reconstruction, it has been used to provide evidence of niche partitioning between sympatric species (Fiorillo 1998; Goswami et al. 2005) or as an indicator of similarities and differences in diet between closely related species (Upchurch and Barrett 2000; Fiorillo 2011; Whitlock 2011). However, microwear analysis is a powerful tool for reconstructing the jaw movement of extinct archosaurs because it does not necessarily depend on data from modern analogues (Fiorillo 1998; Rybczynski and Vickaryous 2001; Williams et al. 2009). Dental microwear can reveal jaw movements that are not detectable from tooth gross morphology. For instance, propalinal jaw movement was inferred by qualitative observation of microwear in *Euoplocephalus*, which was unexpected from their simple leaf-shaped teeth (Rybczynski and Vickaryous 2001).

A microwear analysis of hadrosaurid dinosaurs showed that the orientation of scratches was indistinguishable between microscopic observation sites in the same teeth, among teeth in the same jaw, and even between individuals (Williams et al. 2009). This is possible for hadrosaurids and other dinosaurs that possess dental batteries because teeth of these dinosaurs form one large wear facet. This may not be the case for more basal dinosauriform herbivores with leaf-shaped teeth that do not share a wear facet with other teeth. Thus, we examined whether or not the microwear features of a small area were identical to those of the whole tooth in *Silesaurus*.

We first aimed to analyze dental microwear of *Silesaurus*
to assess its jaw movement and diet and second to compare the scratch angles on different regions of the same teeth of *Silesaurus* to assess whether or not scratch orientation is indistinguishable as it is in hadrosaurid dinosaurs.

**Institutional abbreviations.**—ZPAL, Institute of Paleobiology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland.

**Material and methods**

Fourteen *Silesaurus* teeth from six jawbones were examined. Specimen numbers of the jawbones are ZPAL Ab III/1930 (right dentary), ZPAL Ab III/939/1 (left dentary), ZPAL Ab III/1216 (left dentary), ZPAL Ab III/361/27 (left dentary), ZPAL Ab III/361/26 (right maxilla), and ZPAL Ab III/1218 (left maxilla). Surfaces of the teeth were cleaned using acetone and cotton swabs under a stereomicroscope. Moulds of these surfaces were made using Affinis Regular Body polyvinylsiloxane (Coltene Whaledent Inc., Altstätten, Switzerland) and directly mounted onto scanning electron microscope (SEM) stubs using conductive paste (Dotite Paint, JEOL DATUM Ltd.), with any wear facet present oriented horizontally. After platinum sputter-coating, the dental impressions were imaged at 300× magnification, using a JEOL JSM-5910LV (JEOL Ltd.) scanning electron microscope with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of 48–49 mm.

Maxillary teeth possess a wear facet on the lingual surface and dentary teeth exhibit a wear facet labially. The 14 teeth that possess wear facet(s) were examined. Among these teeth four maxillary and two dentary teeth had a planar facet at the crown apex separate from a lingual or labial wear facet. These facets at apices are small and roughly perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of teeth without much tilt to the mesial or distal side. Other teeth may have had a wear facet on the crown apex that later merged with a lingual or labial wear facet as it expanded. It is difficult to identify the opposing wear facets on *Silesaurus* teeth because the upper and lower jaws that preserve teeth have not been found in articulation. From our observations and the original description in Dzik (2003), we determined that the facet at the crown apex was the wear facet produced by tooth–food–tooth contact. SEM observation revealed that only one wear facet at the crown apex of the tooth from the left maxilla (ZPAL Ab III/1218; Fig. 1A) preserved clear microwear features (Fig. 1B) that are distinct from postmortem wear illustrated in King et al. (1999). Enamel of *Silesaurus* is thin and microwear features of the wear facet are preserved on dentine. Because depressions with rough texture exist at the border between enamel and dentine and no microwear features continue across the border, we could not confirm whether microwear features are similar on enamel and dentine. Nevertheless these dentine microwear patterns are generally similar to non-facet microwear patterns preserved on enamel that are described below. SEM images were combined to compose an image of the entire wear facet (Fig. 1C) so that the lengths of all microwear features could be measured correctly. The line that connects the mesial and distal denticulated ridges was defined as the mesiodistal axis. For measurements and calculations, the distal direction was set as 0° and the lingual direction as 90°. A microwear feature with a length-to-width ratio > 4.0 was defined as a scratch, whereas a feature with a ratio < 4.0 was defined as a pit (Teaford 2007). The percentage of pits in the wear facet was calculated. The angles and lengths of scratches were measured using the image processing software Image J (Rasband 1997–2012). For curved scratches, the two end points were connected to measure angle and length. To test whether microwear features differ between regions within the same wear facet, mean orientation (mean vector), and mean length of scratches were compared between the distolabial region and the rest of the wear facet. Angular dispersion of the scratches was also calculated, which represents the degree of parallelism. If scratches are aligned, then angular dispersion approaches one, and if scratches are oriented more randomly then it approaches zero (Williams et al. 2009).

Because the upper tooth row of *Silesaurus* lies lingual to the lower tooth row during occlusion, the labial surfaces of the lower teeth and the lingual surfaces of the upper teeth show wear facets produced by tooth–food–tooth contact. Unfortunately, microwear features were not preserved on these wear facets. However, numerous scratches were found outside the wear facets on 13 among the 14 teeth examined. We measured scratch angles from the labial surfaces of three teeth from the same left dentary (ZPAL Ab III 361/27; Fig. 2). These teeth were chosen because the impressions of all teeth were taken in one mould, which allowed comparison of scratch angles between different teeth. For angle measurement, the apical direction was set at 90° and the mesial direction at 0°. Because some scratches extended beyond the SEM observation sites, we could not accurately measure scratch length. For these border-crossing scratches, a point where the scratch crosses the border of the SEM site was taken as an end point to measure the scratch angle. When analyzing these non-facet microwear patterns, we could not set the SEM site of interest horizontally to eliminate the effect of curvature. Mean orientation (mean vector) and angular dispersion of scratches were calculated for each tooth and compared.

For statistical comparisons, Watson’s test was used for angular data and the Mann-Whitney U-test was used for length data. All statistical tests were conducted using the statistical software R, version.2.2 (R Core Team 2012) with CircStats, the package for R (Lund and Agostonelli 2007). Rose.NET 0.10.0 (Thompson 2012) was used to draw rose diagrams. We followed Smith and Dodson (2003) for dental terminology.

**Results**

**Non-facet microwear of teeth of the left lower jaw** (Table 1).—Dental microwear features were not preserved on the wear facets on the labial surfaces of teeth in ZPAL Ab III...
Fig. 1. Microwear on the wear facet of the tooth from the left maxilla (ZPAL Ab III/1218) Silesaurus opolensis Dzik, 2003 from the Upper Triassic; Krasięjów, Poland. A. Lingual view of left maxilla; the tooth in the dashed-lined box preserves microwear features on its wear facet. B. SEM image of the mold of the tooth; the wear facet at the crown apex (dashed-lined rectangle) is magnified. C. SEM image of the impression of the entire wear facet. SEM images taken at 300× magnification were combined to compose this image. Note that the disto-labial region enclosed by a dashed-lined rectangle is more densely scratched than the rest of the wear facet. D. Rose diagram of scratch orientations of the whole wear facet. An open arrow indicates the orientation of the mean vector of the scratches (n = 176). E. Rose diagram of scratch orientations of the disto-labial region, the area enclosed by the dashed-lined rectangle in C. An open arrow indicates the orientation of the mean vector of the scratches (n = 73). The diagram shows that scratches are more aligned in this area than in the wear facet as a whole.
However, outside these wear facets scratches were observed. For the mesial, middle, and distal teeth, microwear features were observed in 8, 13, and 8 SEM sites, respectively (Fig. 2). The mean orientation of scratches was significantly different between teeth (all Watson’s test: $p < 0.001$; Table 1).

### Wear facet microwear of the tooth from the left maxilla (Table 2).

Microwear features were preserved on the wear facet at the crown apex of the tooth from the left maxilla, ZPAL Ab III/1218 (Fig. 1A, B). Compared with the non-wear facet microwear of ZPAL Ab III 361/27, the microwear features were less aligned (angular dispersion, non-wear facet: 0.88–0.91 and wear facet: 0.65, Tables 1 and 2). Within the wear facet, the distolabial region that had an area of 0.097 mm$^2$ (Fig. 1C: the area within the broken-lined rectangle) showed more dense and aligned scratches compared with the rest of wear facet (0.21 mm$^2$), as reflected in the greater angular dispersion and feature density of the distolabial region (Table 2). Overall scratch orientation was 154.2° in the distolabial to mesiolingual direction (Fig. 1D). Statistical comparison indicated that scratch orientation differed significantly between the distolabial region and rest of the wear facet (Watson’s test: $p < 0.001$; Table 2), with the former being more inclined to the lingual direction (Fig. 1E). Scratch length did not differ significantly between the regions (Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 0.54$; Table 2). Pitting percentage was lower in the distolabial region (Table 2).

### Discussion

**Jaw movement inferred by microwear.**—The orientation of scratches was interpreted as reflecting the direction(s) of jaw movement in previous studies on extinct dinosaur dental microwear (Fiorillo 1998; Barrett 2001; Rybczynski).
Table 2. Microwear features of the wear facet of the left maxilla (ZPAL Ab III/1218) of Silesaurus opolensis Dzik, 2003 from the Upper Triassic; Krasiejów, Poland. The whole wear facet and two regions within the facet, the disto-labial region (the area enclosed by the broken-lined rectangle in Fig. 1C) and the rest of the facet are presented separately. The eight scratches that cross the border of the two regions are excluded from statistical comparisons of the two regions. See Fig. 1 for the SEM image and rose diagrams showing scratch orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of features</th>
<th>Feature density per mm²</th>
<th>Pit %</th>
<th>Mean orientation of scratches (°)</th>
<th>Angular dispersion (°)</th>
<th>Mean scratch length (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole wear facet</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>154.2</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The disto-labial region</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>148.9</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of the wear facet</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>169.1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and Vickaryous 2001; Schubert and Ungar 2005; Williams et al. 2009), except Whitlock (2011) who interpreted the low consistency of scratch orientation as being caused by hard or brittle food rather than complex jaw motion. Nevertheless, the assumptions made by Whitlock (2011) cannot explain the systematic scratch orientation of hadrosaurid dinosaurs reported by Williams et al. (2009). In addition, Whitlock (2011) assumed that the non-facet microwear features of sauropods were caused by scraping of nearby vegetation during feeding. Because the labial surfaces of Silesaurus lower teeth were overlapped by the teeth of the upper jaw, vegetation could scrape the lower teeth only when it was trapped between upper and lower teeth. Thus, we consider that the observed non-facet microwear of Silesaurus was mainly produced by tooth–food–tooth contact during mastication and the orientation of scratches on Silesaurus teeth reflects jaw motion rather than food texture.

Non-facet scratches were more aligned in orientation than those on the wear facet. Although the mean orientation of non-facet scratches differed significantly among teeth, it was roughly apicobasal (dorsoventral) on all three teeth analyzed (Fig. 2). This implies apicobasal orhtal jaw movement, similar to in the Triassic archosauromorph Azendohsaurus (Flynn et al. 2010), for which jaw movement was also inferred from non-facet dental microwear (Goswami et al. 2005).

Most of the fully erupted maxillary and dentary teeth possess a high-angle flat wear facet on the lingual or labial side, respectively, and not on the mesial or distal sides. Thus the upper and lower teeth are probably fairly aligned and not interdigitating (sensu Upchurch and Barrett 2000). Also planar lingual and labial wear facets may support inferred orhtal jaw movement. Unfortunately, no microwear features were preserved on the lingual or labial wear facets of Silesaurus. Thus, these non-facet microwear and macrowear patterns are currently the only evidence available to reconstruct the jaw movement of Silesaurus in the sagittal plane.

On the planar wear facet at the crown apex of Silesaurus teeth, scratch orientation shows a unimodal distribution, mainly distolabial to mesiolingual in orientation, but also included scratches in almost all orientations (Fig. 1D). This implies simple jaw movement in a single direction without tight occlusal control.

Possible diet of Silesaurus.—A number of microwear studies have been conducted for extant mammals. To the best of our knowledge, unfortunately, no study has quantitatively compared microwear features among diverse mammalian groups. This may be due to: (i) methodological differences (e.g., magnification or size of the observation area), and inter-observer differences in counting microwear features that might make it difficult to directly compare metrics; (ii) phylogenetically diverse taxa exhibit considerable variation in tooth morphology, and it might not be possible to compare functionally equivalent tooth wear facets; and (iii) the mastication stroke of mammals is generally divided into two functionally different phases, phase I (upward movement of lower molars from initial contact on antagonists to centric position, involving shearing of foods), and phase II (downward movement of lower molars from the centric position until loss of contact, involving crushing and grinding of food), and microwear features differ between these phases (Kay and Hiemae 1974).

However, we consider a quantitative summary of the previous studies to be informative for inferring the diets of extinct animals lacking living analogues as well as for future comparative studies. We selected microwear studies that adopted similar observational methodologies and presented comparable measurements, i.e., feature density per mm², pitting percentage, and scratch length (Table 3). In summary, this shows that among extant mammals with low-crowned (bunodont) molars, food hardness is influential for characterizing tooth microwear, and animals that consume hard objects such as seeds, chitinous insects, or the bones of large vertebrate prey have more pits on the crushing facets of their tooth enamel. However, herbivorous ungulates have a sophisticated masticatory system and their high-crowned cheek teeth are specialized for shearing and grinding fibrous plant materials. Their mastication stroke is predominantly composed of phase I movements; thus, the differences in tooth microwear among ungulates appear more straightforward than among other bunodont mammals: the higher abrasiveness of ingested foods, caused by internal (silica phytoliths) or external (adherent soil and grit) particles, in grass-eating species results in a higher density of scratches on grazers’ teeth than on browsing species’ teeth. The high pit frequency observed in browsers is not caused by crushing of hard objects but by tooth–tooth contact and the resultant enamel microfractures (Ozaki 2006); thus, it may not be directly comparable to other bunodont taxa with high pitting percentage (i.e., faunivorous mammals and frugivorous primates). Gordon (1982) compared the microwear of chimpanzee
molars and summarized variations in microwear features from the viewpoint of shear and compression gradients along the molar sequence during the mastication stroke. This idea is also applicable to interspecific variation. If the amount of compression is high and that of shear is low, which would be the case for hard-object eating, then large, deep pits would predominate. If both shear and compression are weak, which would be the case for soft-object (fruits or larvae) eating, short scratches and small shallow pits would predominate. When food shearing is important, as it is for animals that eat fibrous plant leaves or tear the flesh of large prey, long scratches would dominate the wear facet, but the smaller amount of abrasive matter in the latter case would result in lower feature density in the wear facet than in the former.

If we apply these diet-microwear relationships of extant mammals to *Silesaurus*, its low frequency of pits excludes soft-object eaters (fruit or larval feeding; Tables 2, 3), but this may simply reflect body or tooth size as most *Silesaurus* were smaller than the average size of their contemporaries. Note that different masticatory system and tooth morphology may cause different microwear characteristics between mammals and archosauromorphs.

Table 3. Quantitative microwear features from selected microwear studies on extant mammals. We categorize mammals into nine feeding types: grass-eating ungulates (grazers); browse–eating ungulates (browsers); herbivorous ungulates intermediate between the above dichotomy (mixed feeders); leaf-eating mammals other than ungulates (folivores); mammals that eat both leaves and fruits (foli-frugivores); primates consuming fruits and nuts (frugivores); primates that consume bulbs, tubers, or rhizomes (underground storage organ feeders); carnivorous mammals (carni-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxa Feature density per mm²</th>
<th>Scratch length (μm)</th>
<th>Pit %</th>
<th>SEM magnification</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azendohsaurus madagaskarensis</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>less than 1</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadrosaurid from North America</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11 (4–13)</td>
<td>up to 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplodocus sp.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30 to 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camarasaurus sp.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30 to 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmontosaurus sp.</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silesaurus opolensis</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Barrett (2000) has suggested that animals such as prosauropods and *Silesaurus* that possess teeth with mesio-distally expanded crowns and coarsely serrated mesial and distal edges, often interpreted as herbivores, might have been omnivorous. Can we rule out the possibility of omnivory by microwear analysis of *Silesaurus*? If *Silesaurus* was an omnivore, it must have consumed insects or small vertebrates. Feature density and feature length of *Silesaurus* are sparser and longer than those of insects or small vertebrate eaters (Tables 2, 3), but this may simply reflect body or tooth size as most mammalian insect and small vertebrate eaters compared here
are smaller than Silesaurus. Also, mammalian insectivores and small vertebrate eaters show higher pit-to-scratch ratios than Silesaurus. Nevertheless, the simple jaw movements and tooth morphologies of dinosauriforms may have caused the low pit-to-scratch ratio compared with those of mammals (Tables 3, 4), although a relatively high pit-to-scratch ratio was observed in some individuals of the sauropod Camarasaurus (Fiorillo, 1998). Further microwear studies on extant reptiles with simple tooth morphology are needed to confidently rule out the possibility of omnivory in Silesaurus.

Scratches are often inferred to have been caused by either feeding on grasses containing silica phytoliths or by ingesting soil and grit (Williams et al. 2009). Grasses had not evolved in the Late Triassic (Taylor et al. 2009). Therefore, the scratches of Silesaurus are perhaps due to adherent soil and grit, although feeding on horsetails, which also contain abundant silica phytoliths, may have produced scratches (Hodson et al. 2005).

Inter- and intra-tooth variability of dental microwear.— From comparisons of non-facet microwear among teeth erupting on the same dentary, we found significant differences in scratch orientation among the teeth. This implies that (i) differences in tooth position within the dentition may influence the inter-tooth variability of dental microwear comparable to variation in microwear along the molar sequence (first, second, and third molars of extant chimpanzees; Gordon 1982), and/or (ii) the differences in the time elapsed after tooth eruption. Microwear patterns on the wear facet were preserved in only one tooth of Silesaurus, and we could not test differences between teeth.

Unlike the dental microwear observed in hadrosaurids (Williams et al. 2009), the orientation of scratches differed between regions of the same wear facet in Silesaurus. In contrast, scratch lengths were not significantly different between regions. Mean orientations were similar between different regions, but scratches were more strongly aligned and distributed more densely in the distolabial region (Fig. 1E); the percentage of pits was also lower in this region (Table 2). These differences imply that more shearing occurred in the distolabial region and that the other region experienced more crushing and grinding, though it is not clear if this feature is shared with other upper teeth of Silesaurus. The result indicates that the microwear features of a small area are not representative of whole teeth for Silesaurus; this feature is probably common to other basal dinosauriforms that had simple leaf-shaped teeth like Silesaurus. Thus, for microwear analyses of basal dinosauriforms, a small single area in a wear facet is not adequate for observing microwear, and multiple observation areas are needed for reliable evaluation.

Conclusions
Herbivory on soft objects was inferred from comparisons between the dental microwear patterns of Silesaurus and those of extant mammals, although the possibility of omnivory could not be confidently ruled out, and more comparative data on microwear patterns of extant reptiles are needed for reliable diet estimation. The results are consistent with the previous suggestion that Silesaurus was herbivorous based on gross tooth morphology (Dzik 2003). The orthal jaw movement of Silesaurus was much simpler than that of contemporaneous herbivores such as rhynchosaurs and synapsids (Crompton and Attridge 1986; Goswami et al. 2005). Therefore, silesaurids could exploit floral resources, but not because their masticatory system gave them an advantage. Aetosaur Stagonolepis olenkai (Sulej, 2010) is more abundant than Silesaurus in the Krasiejów biota and the only other large herbivore or omnivore in the biota. S. olenkai also does not show adaptation for feeding on hard vegetation (Dzik and Sulej 2007; Sulej 2010). Thus, the masticatory system for hard vegetation may have not been essential in the biota, or adaptive trait(s) other than jaw mechanics may have been advantageous to Silesaurus, such as a flexible neck and bipedal stance to forage at various height, faster growth rate, or efficient locomotion (Crompton and Attridge 1986; Fostowicz-Frel and Sulej 2010; Piechowski and Dzik 2010; Barrett et al. 2011; Kubo and Kubo 2012).
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